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A 10–20 Gb/s PAM2-4 transceiver in 65 nm CMOS
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Abstract: This paper presents the design of a 10 Gb/s PAM2, 20 Gb/s PAM4 high speed low power wire-line
transceiver equalizer in a 65 nm CMOS process with 1 V supply voltage. The transmitter occupies 430 × 240
µm2 and consumes 50.56 mW power. With the programmable 5-order pre-emphasis equalizer, the transmitter can
compensate for a wide range of channel loss and send a signal with adjustable voltage swing. The receiver equalizer
occupies 146 × 186 µm2 and consumes 5.3 mW power.
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1. Introduction

The advancement of integrated circuit fabrication tech-
nology due to innovative circuit and architectural techniques
has led to a highly complicated signal processing system that
can be implemented in a single chip (namely a system on
chip or SOC) with low cost and high performance, such as
the multi-core microprocessor, network on chip and mix sig-
nal processing chip. Frequently, these chips consisting of bil-
lions of transistors operate at multi-gigahertz frequency and
require considerable off-chip bandwidth to efficiently commu-
nicate with the outside world. To avoid that the off-chip com-
munication becomes a bottleneck to the overall system perfor-
mance, the SOC’s off-chip bandwidth grows increasingly[1−3].
Increasing both the number of IO pins and the data rate of each
IO channel can improve the interconnect bandwidth. From the
authors’ point-of-view, the better choice to achieve the off-
chip bandwidth requirement would be to increase the band-
width of each IO, and reduce the IO number, as much as pos-
sible, saving area and power. With the number of IO decreas-
ing, the distance of clock distribution for IO, the number of
impedance matching cells combining with current source, the
corresponding loading of on-chip and off-chip also scale down
accordingly, which in turn benefit both area and power. In this
paper, the design of 10–20 Gb/s wire-line transceiver equal-
izers in a 65 nm CMOS process with 1 V supply voltage is
presented. The methodology of modeling is discussed and the
FR4 print circuit board (PCB) channel is analyzed. The pro-
posed transceiver and PAM2, PAM4 signaling are analyzed,
and the details of the circuit building blocks are described.

2. Channel modeling and analysis

A typical point-to-point interconnect transceiver system
consists of a transmitter, a channel and a receiver, and is shown
in Fig.1. The channel in this paper is an FR4 PCB trace. Un-

fortunately, the physical channel always has some non-ideal
effects. For our FR4 PCB trace, these non-ideal effects are:
parasitical resistance loss combining with skin effect, dielec-
tric loss, reflections because of impedance mismatch, channel
coupling and electromagnetic radiation loss. All of the above
contribute to the transfer signal’s amplitude and phase distor-
tion and all of these non-ideal effects greatly degrade the signal
noise ratio (SNR) of the receiver end.

In order to transfer the signal effectively, we must quali-
tatively analyze the signal distortion induced by the channel’s
non-ideal effects. So first, accurate modeling of the intercon-
nect channel should be extracted and characterized.

Figure 2 shows a channel modeling methodology. There
are two distinct paths for modeling. The first path relies on
the layout with a channel parameter and EM solvers such
as HFSS, ADS. The second path relies on measurements by
using a vector network analyzer (VNA) or time domain re-
flectometer (TDR). Usually, both generate circuit models de-
scribed by the S parameter. For ensuring accuracy, it is prefer-
able to correlate the EM solver-based S parameter with the
measurement-based S parameter model, so that a consistent S
parameter model is generated after some iterative procedures.
Finally, by optimization and fitting mathematically, the S pa-
rameter model can be converted into the SPICE compatible
model feeding to the circuit-level simulators. Some circuit-
level simulators such as SPECTRE can directly use the S pa-
rameter, so the error prone converting process can be avoided.

3. Equalizer and PAM2, PAM4 signaling

The equalization technique can compensate for chan-
nel non-ideal effects such as: time domain inter symbol in-
terference (ISI), frequency dependent loss, dispersion and
reflection[4,5]. To achieve high data rates, a wide band signal
can be transferred through the non-ideal band limited channel
with high SNR, low BER by using the channel equalizer.
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Fig.2. Channel modeling methodology.

There are two types of equalizers: linear and nonlinear
equalizers. The linear equalizer is a feed forward equalizer that
uses continue time or discrete time linear filters to compensate
for the channel distortion. The nonlinear equalizer is conven-
tionally a decision feedback equalizer (DFE) that employs pre-
vious nonlinear decisions to eliminate ISI caused by previous
detected symbols on the current symbol being detected. Usu-
ally, in facility of the circuit implementation, the discrete time
linear equalizer locates in the transmitter side, and is often
called the pre-emphasis equalizer. In the receiver side, there
are a continuous time linear equalizer (CTLE) and a DFE. The
transmitter pre-emphasis has the ability to remove both the
pre-cursor ISI and the post-cursor ISI simultaneously. How-
ever, the receiver CTLE and DFE can only remove the post-
cursor ISI because the receiver has no future symbol knowl-
edge following the current detecting signal.

The equalized discrete channel’s pulse response
sequence, {y < n > |n = . . .,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .}, can be
expressed in terms of the discrete channel’s pulse
response sequence, {c < i > |i = . . .,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .},
and the discrete time equalizer tap coefficients,
{a < k > |k = . . .,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .}, as

Y < n >=
+∞∑

k=−∞
a < k > ×c < n − k >. (1)

Equation (1) can be written in matrix form as

Y = CA. (2)

The optimal tap coefficients should minimize the error
between Y and input pulse sequence P. In the minimum mean
square error (MMSE) criterion sense, we define:

||E||2 = ||Y − P||2 = ||CA − P||2. (3)

To achieve the MMSE solution (i.e. minimum ||E||2 solu-
tion), some matrix operations are carried out, and the optimal
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Fig.3. PAM2 and PAM4 signaling.

tap coefficient vector A is given by

A = R−1
CCRCP, (4)

where RCC = CTC is called the autocorrelation matrix of vec-
tor C and RCP = CTP is called the cross-correlation vector
between C and P.

From the view of the frequency domain, the channel has
the transfer function of C(s) and the continuous time equalizer
has the transfer function of EQ(s). The high pass equalizer
should compensate for the low pass channel frequency depen-
dent loss. This amounts to flattening the spectrum over the de-
sired transmission bandwidth. Ideally, a perfect compensation
might be as

C(s) × EQ(s) = Const, (5)

where constant Const ∈ (0,1].
In this work, a five order pre-emphasis has been im-

plemented in the transmitter, and it has five tap coefficients
a <−1>, a <0>, a <1>, a <2>, a <3> in the MMSE criterion
sense. The pre-cursor ISI is removed by a <−1>, and the post-
cursor ISI is removed by a <1>, a <2>, a <3>. The receiver
equalizer is CTLE which can compensate for the channel loss
in the continuous time mode independently.

The modulation scheme used in chip to chip wired elec-
trical links is pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). The choice
is primarily due to its good use of the available bandwidth of
a wire-line electrical channel. The typical binary signaling is
essentially PAM2 as shown in Fig.3 (a). By using PAM4, the
channel bandwidth efficiency has doubled, which means we
transmit twice the data with the same sampling rate and signal
bandwidth. It is easily deduced from Fig.3 (b) that a DAC is
required to map every 2 bit into 4 signaling levels for PAM4
signaling. However the payment for PAM4 is the relatively
complicated circuits. In order to get the benefits from both the
PAM2 and PAM4 signaling, our transmitter and equalizers can
work compatibly in PAM2 and PAM4 modes.

4. Circuit implementation

4.1. Transmitter

The top level block diagram of the transmitter is shown
in Fig.4. In PAM4 mode, the PRBS is clocked by a 5 GHz
clock and generates four parallel 5 Gb/s pseudo random bit
sequences. Every two bit sequence is grouped and feed to, the
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Fig.4. Transmitter.
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binary to thermometer encoder (B2T). Each B2T produces a
10 Gb/s thermometer code sequence. The thermometer code
has the monotonic switching attribute, so the DAC output
glitch can be reduced greatly by using the thermometer code
input. The two parallel 10 Gb/s thermometer code sequences
are retimed by differential CK and NCK, and form five
pair delay sequences {D0, D1}, {D0 X1, D1 X1}, {D0 X2,
D1 X2}, {D0 X3, D1 X3}, {D0 X4, D1 X4} which are sent
to five mux2 banks. The polarity of each coefficient of the pre-
emphasis is decided by the sign <4:0>. Synchronized by CK
and NCK, the mux2 bank interleaves two parallel 10 Gb/s de-
lay sequences such as {D0, D1} to a serial 20 Gb/s sequence as
one of the pre-emphasis inputs. Actually, the transmitter sends
data at double data rate (DDR).
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Fig.7. LC resonant clock distribution.
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Fig.9. Test board measured by VNA.

When the transmitter switches to PAM2 mode, each B2T
has only one effective 5 Gb/s input bit sequence, and accord-
ingly it produces just a 5 Gb/s thermometer code sequence.
The two parallel 5 Gb/s thermometer code sequences are then
retimed by differential CK and NCK. Just like the PAM4 mode
processing procedure, finally the serial 10 Gb/s sequences are
produced and feed to the pre-emphasis.

Five current-steering DACs compose the five-order pre-
emphasis with five digital programmable tap coefficients:
a <−1><4 : 0>, a <0><2 : 0>, a <1><4 : 0>, a <2><4 : 0>
and a <3><4 : 0>.

DAC’s current bank can be programmed by its En sig-
nals. In this way, the transmitter can set a suitable equalizer
coefficient for an arbitrary channel, and adjust the normal out-
put voltage amplitude for power saving. The DAC Main is il-
lustrated in Fig.5. Its function is sending the main-cursor se-
quence. The current source’s value correlative with each bit
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Fig.10. Measurement results of time and frequency domain response.

Fig.11. Post-layout simulated eye-diagram results.

(D < i >, i = 0, 1, 2) is controlled by 3 bits En<2:0>. The
current adjusting step is 0.8 mA, and the adjusting range is 0
mA∼ 0.8×7 = 5.6 mA. So the biggest output current value for
DAC Main is 5.6 × 3 = 16.8 mA, and the voltage amplitude
can adjust from 0 mV to 25 × 16.8 = 420 mV (double 50 Ω
termination) with a step of 0.8× 3× 25 = 60 mV. All the other
DACs engaged for pre-cursor ISI and post-cursor ISI removing
are the same, and are called DAC ISI. Except for having more
control bits for current adjusting in detail, the architecture of
DAC ISI is the same as DAC Main. The current source’s value
correlative with each bit (D < i >, i = 0,1, 2) is controlled by
5 bits En<4:0>. The current adjusting step is 0.08 mA, and the
adjusting range is 0 mA ∼ 0.8 × 31 = 2.48 mA. So the biggest
output current value for DAC ISI is 2.48 × 3 = 7.44 mA, and
the voltage amplitude can adjust from 0 mV to 25×7.44 = 186
mV with a step of 0.08 × 3 × 25 = 6 mV.

For saving the power of driving DAC, the DAC’s pro-
gramming is actually supported by its pre-driver as shown in
Fig.6. So, when a current source branch is disabled, all its cor-
responding drivers and multiplexers are also shut down.

It is critical to reduce the clock distribution power, be-
cause it occupies a significant part of power consuming for
today’s high frequency SOC. To mitigate the clocking power
issue, we use a low current noise LC resonant clock distribu-
tion network by trade-off the routing area, and this is shown
in Fig.7. The 300 µm length clock line is routed by Metal 4
layer, with 1 µm width and 1 µm spacing. A distributed RLC
network has been used in modeling the clock line and its load-
ing. A 4.8 nH differential square spiral inductor with 30 Ω
series parasitize resistor is resonant with a 2 × 400 fF clock
distribution capacitor at 5 GHz. The inductor layout uses six
turns M7-M6 top two level layers, and has an area cost 110

× 110 µm2. For reliable operation across PVT variations, the
low resonant quality factor Q = 4 is selected with a 1.25
GHz resonant bandwidth, so no trim capacitors are needed.
The resonant peak to peak differential voltage (Vppd) ampli-
tude is about 1200 mV with a 234–930 mV single ended peak
to peak voltage swing. A pMOS cross couple loading CML
buffer with 2.2 mA bias current is used to drive and compen-
sate for the resonant network. The total power consuming of
the LC resonant clock distribution network is about 2.36 mW.
Comparing with the normal RC clock distribution network, a 4
× power decrease is achieved. The CMOS logic DFF is much
more attractive than the CML counterpart if you just consider
the DC power. For this reason, we develop the normal sin-
gle ended CMOS logic DFF to a fully differential version. It
improves speed and satisfies the pipeline’s setup and hold time
requirements with a margin across all PVT corners at 5 GHz.
The PRBS is constituted with 4 LFSRs. The choice of LFSR’s
character polynomial is 1 + x6 + x7[6].

The transmitter consumes 50.56 mW power and occupies
an area of 430 × 240 µm2. The transmitter test chip with 16 test
PADs has an area of 780 × 690 µm2.

4.2. Receiver CTLE

The receiver CTLE circuit is shown in Fig.8. The RC
combination introduces a real zero 1/RC in the transfer func-
tion, potentially providing gain-peaking at high frequency to
compensate for the channel loss. Inductive peaking is used to
extend the CTLE bandwidth up to 10 GHz with almost 70 %
power reduction. The layout of the very low Q inductor is im-
plemented using six turns M5-M4 level layers, and has a small
area cost 60 × 60 µm2. The compensation gain value can be set
continuously from 0 dB ( NEQ = 1 V ) to 7 dB ( NEQ6 0.32 V)
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Table 1 Design summary
Reference [7] [8] [9] This work (post-layout

simulation)

Technology 65 nm CMOS
1.2 V power supply

90 nm CMOS
1.5 V power supply

90 nm CMOS 1 V
power supply

65 nm CMOS
1 V power supply

Channel loss @5 GHz (dB) 12 dB 10 cm FR4 20 cm FR4, 15 dB

Tx swing (mVVppd/2) 80 Fixed Variable Variable
Max: 420 Min: 60

Step: 60

Data-rate (Gb/s) PAM2: 15 Duo-binary: 20 PAM4: 24
PAM2: 12

PAM4: 20
PAM2: 10

Power (mW) Tx:34
Rx:41

Tx:120
Rx:75

Clock: 77
Mux : 30
DAC: 83
Total: 190

Clock: 2.36 PRBS: 10.4
Mux &DAC: 37.8
Tx:50.56
CTLE:5.3

Area(mm2) Tx:0.033
Rx:0.055

Tx:0.21
Rx:0.11

Tx:0.23 Tx:0.103
CTLE:0.027

by the analog control voltage NEQ.
The CTLE consumes 5.3 mW power and occupies an

area of 146 × 186 µm2. The CTLE test chip with 14 test PADs
has an area of 516 × 786 µm2.

5. Conclusion

A low power 10 Gb/s PAM2 and 20 Gb/s PAM4
transceiver suitable for many chip to chip applications is pre-
sented.

This work integrates the characteristics such as: fully
programmable pre-emphasis coefficients for an arbitrary chan-
nel, adjustable normal output voltage amplitude for power
saving, PAM2/PAM4 dual mode operation, low current noise
4× power reduction LC resonant clock distribution, build-
up power control in detail, and a low power wideband pro-
grammable receiver CTLE.

The FR4 test board has been manufactured, as shown in
Fig.9, and is measured by Agilent VNA. We get a consistent
S parameter for a 20 cm differential signaling channel and it
can be converted into an HSPICE compatible W element with
RLGC by ADS. The time domain pulse response, frequency
domain transfer and reflection response are shown in Fig.10,
respectively.

The post-layout simulated results of the designed
transceiver chip with this differential 20 cm FR4 PCB trace
(15 dB loss at 5 GHz) in PAM2 and PAM4 modes are shown
in Fig.11. Without the transceiver equalizer, the eye diagram
of the receiver end is close. When enabling the transceiver’s
equalizer function, the eye diagram of the receiver end is re-
opened, and most of the ISI has been removed (the equalizer
tap coefficients are solved by Eq. (4)).

Comparisons with the recently published transceiver
equalizers[7−9] are summarized in Table 1. Compared with
Refs.[7,8], this work can operate on a PAM2/PAM4 dual
mode, and has fully programmable pre-emphasis coefficients,
adjustable output voltage amplitude for both an arbitrary chan-
nel and power saving. Compared with Ref.[9], this work has
the detail power control ability, and achieves more power re-
duction in clock distribution, Mux and DAC.
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